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2nd June 2016 

 

 

Dear Mr MacNeil,  

 

EE signal problems on Barra 

 

Thank you for your letter of 31st May. Can I also thank both you and 

your office for your patience on this matter, we are working as quickly 

as possible to address this issue.  

 

As you are aware, we have had engineers on site in Barra a number of 

times to try to restore the loss of signal and we continue to run 

diagnostic checks remotely. We have now identified the cause of the 

problem, which relates to the corrosion of some of the equipment on 

the site. This can be fixed but requires replacement parts to be fitted. 

The site operates via a microwave link to a second site on South Uist. 

We will be replacing equipment there at the same time to avoid a 

similar problem in the future.   

 

The work we will have to undertake on Barra and Uist involves 

engineers on both islands and special access arrangements with the 

site providers. We have asked that all works are expedited but, even so, 

the process is likely to take some time. As such, we are therefore 

urgently looking to install a temporary solution for the area and I will 

continue to update you on progress with that temporary measure.  

 

I recognise that the details in this letter will cause more frustration to  

businesses and individuals relying on our signal. I would be grateful if 

you would pass on the number 0800 079 0232 to any concerned 

constituent or business. Our customer service team is fully briefed and 

will work with them individually on their accounts.  

 

Your office has my contact details and I am happy to answer any 

further questions you have, but in the meantime I will continue to 

provide you with regular updates. I am also writing today to the local 

branch of the Federation of Small Businesses to provide them with the 

same information. 

 

On behalf of EE I apologise for the continuing inconvenience this is 

causing and recognise the importance of restoring the coverage as 
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soon as possible. Please be assured we are doing everything we can to 

get replacement coverage as a priority.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Alexander Jackman 

Senior Public Affairs Manager 

EE 
 


